Comparison of false negative rates between 100% rapid review and 10% random full rescreening as internal quality control methods in cervical cytology screening.
To compare and contrast the 100% partial rapid review (RR) method against 10% randomly selected full rescreening to determine the better means of internal quality control (QC) by which the cervical screening laboratory should adopt. A total of 4,150 conventional Pap smears reported as negative during 2003 were 100% rescreened rapidly in large field jumps. From this cohort, 415 (10%) were selected again randomly for full rescreening. The false negative rates (FNRs) were calculated and compared accordingly. The 100% RR method reclassified 30 false negative (FN) cases, while the 10% random full rescreening reclassified only 5. The FNRs were calculated to be 8.2% and 12.9%, respectively. A chi2 test (p < 0.05) showed significant difference between the FNRs calculated by both methods. The 100% RR proved to be a better method for QC purpose in reducing the FNRs and detected more missing cases. This study is the first of its type from Hong Kong and confirms previous publications from elsewhere that 100% RR is a better method for internal QC in cervical cytology screening.